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Masters Printmaking 2018

This is the second edition of the Masters Printmaking Award, containing twelve European Academies and one of the United States.
The thirteen participating institutions are: Koninklijke Academie
voor Schone Kunsten Antwerpen, Académie Royale des
Beaux Arts de Bruxelles, Académie La Cambre Bruxelles,
Kuvataideakatemia Helsinki, Akademia Sztuk Pieknych im.
Jana Matejki Krakowie, Hochschule für Grafik und Buchkunst
Leipzig, Central Saint Martin’s College of Art and Design
London, Royal College of Art London, Akademie der Bildende
n Künste München, Universidad de complutense de Madrid,
Facultad de Bellas Artes, Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts,
Accademia di Belle Arti di Roma, Kungliga Kosthögskolan
Stockholm. Every academy was asked to select independently three graduated masters printmaking of the year 2017.
The nominees could participate with three works each.
We created a catalogue in which every academy has an introductory page, which is followed by the works, submitted by their former students. Not all academies nominated three masters though.
Parallel to the Masters Printmaking event, it is our intention to
yearly introduce the graphic work of the teaching staff from one of
the participating academies. This year we are showing the works
of the printmaking staff of the Académie Royale de Bruxelles.
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A part of the catalogue edition is a bibliophilic edition. Three bachelor students each made a numbered edition which is inserted
in the first hundred exemplars of the catalogue.

As printmaking rings the bell of multiplication for most people,
there is always an aspect most of them are not aware of. The
uniqueness of the applied technique reflects a creative possibility one cannot draw. Think of the sharpness of a dry point
needle, or the ‘peau de crapeaux’ in lithography or the roughness of a cut in a wooden plate or the flatness of a coloured
surface in silkscreen. If Goya had produced drawings instead
of a series of etchings enhanced with aquatints, they would
probably not even have been noticed by art historians. I mean
this strictly visually without taking into account the spreading
factor of a print. A lot of contemporary printmakers try to ‘dedust’ the ‘dusty’ ideas of printmaking. They experiment in 3-D
or by using installations or even in transforming everyday utilities into printmaking objects. In doing so, they escape the attention of those who are looking for “genuine” printmaking as
those artefacts disappear in the general amount of contemporary art expression. This sad ascertainment is due to a certain
polarisation of different groups of print lovers. In these three
exhibitions you will be confronted with a lot of non-fundamentalist ways of printmaking expression. The difference in forms
of expression is the choice of the artist and is related to the
place he determines for himself into our society. It is a chosen
personal identity that enriches the diversity of our art scene.

The next new event in Antwerp is a new museum “De Reede”,
which is a private collection that contains prints of three artists:
Félicien Rops, Edvard Munch and Francisco Goya. Three artists
who changed the world of printmaking, not in the way of expression
but in the content of prints. I’ll give three examples of this altered content. Goya’s “Los desastres de la Guerra” is even very
contemporary in a Syrian context. Munch’s “The Three Stages
of Woman” is likewise contemporary in the context of gender
equality. And of course, there is also Rops with “Pornocrates”,
which couldn’t be more contemporary in the ‘#metoo’ context.
It’s very strange to realise the timelessness of certain artefacts,
but it is very reassuring to notice the importance of art in society.

As we are always looking for novelties, lately two events have
taken place in Antwerp. Firstly, the world heritage museum
Plantin-Moretus/Print Cabinet was extended with a new wing.
The new façade refers to a typographic drawer which are enlarged as a sign of recognition for passers-by. This extension
harbours a new reading room and enlarges the stock capacity
of the collection. The director of this museum is a jury member
of the Masters Printmaking Award.
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I also want to draw attention to the winner of the Masters
Printmaking 2017 edition. He is present in the previous catalogue as participant but not as the winner. Therefore, we’ve decided to provide every edition with a page on last year’s winner.
Valentin Capony won the Award in 2017. (image on the left page)
In the former catalogue, someone’s name was wrongly spelled.
It was the work of a bachelor student, Brend Geudens, who
made a print for the bibliographic edition. He made an untitled
lithography with society critical content.

In the exhibition Masters Printmaking and the exhibitions in the
context of it (in the Wintertuin and the Mark Macken Zaal) you
will find a printmaking diversity of high quality. It is also an overview of what actually lives in the world of printmakers. You will
come across a lot of very good prints: sometimes out of their
conservative context, sometimes out of their 2D world, sometimes oversized, sometimes brutally cut, sometimes poetical,
but always with a tremendous engagement, and with an overwhelming love for the chosen discipline.
Once again, I am proud to be able to show all this overwhelming
creativity and I am convinced all of these artists have a tremendous future ahead of them. I am extremely curious about how
they will expand our cultural experiences in the decades to come.

Graduated from ARBA - ESA · Brussels
Valentin Capony
Laureate Masters Printmaking 2017
& Bart’d Eyckermans · President of KoMASK vzw

Bart’d Eyckermans
President Komask vzw

Koninklijke Academie
voor Schone Kunsten
Antwerpen
Peter De Boeck
Dorothea Dejonckheere
Meriton Maloku

In the Royal Academy of Fine Arts of Antwerp, Printmaking
still has visibility as an autonomous option in Fine arts, next to
Painting, sculpture and insitu. Practicing printmaking, the students are stimulated to apply it as a contemporary visual language expressing their personal artistic research. They will acquire all the necessary printmaking techniques needed to build
a strong technical background enabling them to express their
thoughts using these media. Within an open atmosphere, where the printmaking studios are the central and common places,
all students investigate the possibilities of print and its derivate,
guided by teachers, each expert in their field. The teaching staff
is responsible for a gradual shift in focus on craft into personal
expression, continuously vigilant on the fact that one is not lost
because of the other. On the other hand, new media are included in the program and their use is stimulated. The contemporary printmaker is interdisciplinary and has knowledge of new
tools in such a way they stand next to the old. Beside of education in creating art using print, effort is put into substantive and
specific subjects such as graphic art history and drawing as we
consider it basic skills for all printmakers.
Peter Bosteels
Head of the Printmaking department
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Peter De Boeck
° 1994
Belgium
deboeckpeter@hotmail.com
education
2017

Master Degree in Printmaking
at KASKA - Belgium

exhibitions in and out the academy
2017
Signatuur”, Badhuis, Antwerp, Belgium
“Loodwit bij Toerisme Vlaanderen”, Toerisme
Vlaanderen, Brussels, Belgium
“To Be”, at Tersago - Dedecker Antwerp, Belgium
“RAFA” Galerija Fakulteta Likovnih Umetnosti, Serbia
“Gravure/proposition 2” Galerie des Beaux-Arts, Liège,
Belgium
“RAFA” at ASP, Katowice, Poland
2016
“International Academic Printmaking Alliance Invitational
Exhibition”, Forbidden City, Beijing, China
“4 Expo’s” at ‘Ruimte 34’, Cobdenstraat 34 Antwerp
“ARIA” at Stadsfeestzaal Antwerp, Belgium
2016
“Impact 9, The International Printmaking Conference”, at
the China Academy of Art and Zhejiang Art Museum in
Zhenjiang, China
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Peter’s work focuses on lithography. A
 lready
from very young age archaeology and old
materials fascinate him. In his childhood he
always tried to find and dig for artefacts or
other leftovers of passed times. In the works
created the last few years, this subject came
back to the surface.
Peter creates images that look like pure natural elements, but can be interpreted as
human interference which is - after certain
time - overruled by nature again. Elements
such as ruins or decline in general, but also
the transience of human interventions and
the light and shadow are used to present nature in its rough, strong or dramatic forms.
These uncontrollable and wild elements of
nature fascinate me, and show us how powerful they are. Starting from a brief sketch,
the works are formed by the unpredictability
and uncontrollable characteristics of nature itself. Finding the right balance between
this uncontrollable and yet creat a personal
work, is the difficult challenge in the studio.

Untitled
Lithography on Zerkall 270g
72 x 89 cm
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Untitled
Lithography on Zerkall 270g
72,5 x 88,5 cm

Hommage to Dante’s Inferno
Lithography on Zerkall 270g
70 x 88 cm
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Dorothea Dejonckheere
° 1993
Belgium
dorothea.dejonckheere@hotmail.com
Dorothea Dejonckheere (°1993) graduated
as a master in printmaking at the academy of
fine arts in Antwerp.

education
2017

Master Degree in Printmaking
at KASKA - Belgium

My work is about the shadows, human shadows. There is a shadow to everyone, and
the closer you look, the darker it gets. This
shadow is the existence of our weaknesses,
shortcomings, and of the human instincts
within ourselves. We take decisions, that determine our life path: we chose our profession or significant other, for example. This is
how we unconsciously shape our future. Still,
there is something even more powerful than
our free will. Our subconscious. Deep inside, we are all controlled by similar desires.
These feelings can be raw, dark, and they can
deeply affect us, who we are and what we do.
It is, as if there is a secret to each of us, well
hidden underneath the mask of normalcy.

exhibitions in and out the academy
2017
‘Dorothea Dejonckheere’, Salon Si&La, Antwerpen
‘To be’, Giorgetti, Antwerpen
Performance ‘Alles kanvas’, Antwerpen
Performance, ‘Wattkunstfestival’ Het mas, Antwerpen
‘Nuit blanc’, Borger, Antwerpen
‘Groepsexpo2017’, Salon Si&La, Antwerpen
‘We treveled across seven mountains’, Mechelen
‘Masters2017’ Antwerpen
Performance, ‘contrair’, Antwerpen
Performance ‘leave us at down’, De studio, Antwerpen
‘Boogiewoogie wonderland, Academie, Antwerpen
‘The side show’, A-tower, Antwerpen
‘Museumnacht, KMSKA, Antwerpen
‘Artisj’, Monty, Antwerpen

The existence of our weakness
Charcoal on cotton
85 x 160 cm
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Subconscious
Charcoal on cotton
80 x 90 cm

Faded
Charcoal on cotton
200 x 300 cm
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Meriton Maloku
° 1989
Kosovo
malokumeriton@gmail.com
Meriton Maloku (*1989, Kosovo) lives and
works between Antwerp and Pristina. He studied fine arts at the Royal Academy of Fine
Arts in Antwerp and has a master degree in
printmaking. His research is mainly focused
on politics, philosophy and art history. He
usually works with repetitiveness, play and
a glimpse. He works within different disciplines. The main concern always being the
space between the audience and the work.
The focus lies on everyday preoccupations,
on everything that meets my eyes. Politics
controls us, that’s what I believe. Systems
control us, and we are pushed to fit in. There
is a lot of sad and funny things in all that.
And as an artist I have a obsession with art
history, Observing how artist played with
this theme, try to dig into it and fit it to my
artistic practice.

education
2017

Master Degree in Printmaking
at KASKA - Belgium

exhibitions in and out the academy
2017
RAFA, ASP, Katowice, Poland
Boogie Woogie Wonderland, De Lange Zaal, Antwerp
Every day eggs, Performance, KASKA, Antwerp
RAFA- Printmaking department, Belgrade
Closure, Installation at “Masters 2017”, Antwerp
Silk Road Exhibition, Xi’an, China
Artists of tomorrow, CCA Stacion, Pristina
2016
De Sokkel Van Teniers, Performance, KASKA, Antwerp
Onderbrokenstad, intervention, City hall, Antwerp

awards & prizes
Artists of tomorrow, CCA Stacion, Pristina 2017
Department price for printmaking, Antwerp 2017
Gjon Mili” price, National Gallery of Kosovo,Pristina, 2015
KOMASK vzw Bachelor 3 award , RAFA, Antwerp
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Installation “Meracana”
Wood, Fake Tiles, Lamp, Ball, Carpet, Sound, Silkscreens, Lithographs
Variable dimensions
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Académie Royale
des Beaux-arts de Bruxelles
Daphné Gozlan
Roxane Kisiel
Sylvain Konyali

The Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Brussels offers three different
masters of the printed image, etching, lithography and screen
printing. These individual courses with in-depth expertise of the
media are promoting a natural progression to other disciplines
of printing.
The curriculum respects the potential of each student, where
the student is accompanied with great attention to the personal
characteristics of his work.
The technical requirements inherent in the practice of the printed
image, make the studio a think tank for research and production.
The student is aware of the collective appearance of the studio
and shows his projects both plastic and verbally to teachers, fellow students and others. Which in turn are part of an evolving
program.
This learning process requires a research methodology that is
practical as well as theoretical. A structured approach to creating and opening an intellectual construction.
The richness of the old proven techniques contributes to current
artistic position by the singularity of the students approach.
The program progressively detached itself from its terminology
and breaks in this way a wide open field of research in accordance with his contemporary context.
Thomas Amerlynck
Member of the Printmaking department
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Daphné Gozlan
° 1991
France
gozdaph@gmail.com
My art mainly focuses on the reinterpretation of art through the medium of books.
Documentary sources contain implicitly as
much as they reveal the evolution of our conception of the sharing of art and culture. This
implies that the writing and the representation affect one another. The picture and the
speech don’t always belong together but
the combination of the two makes a great
deal about how the cultural material will be
understood. I do no lesson about how it
should be done. I enjoy the mistakes and the
reductions that the practice of editing may
sometimes provide and I take into account
the interventions of the common reader into
books. As far as I’m concerned, those count
as much as the professional act of editing in
terms of making a statement.

education
2017

Master Printing, Académie Royale
des Beaux Arts de Bruxelles, Belgium

2015

Bachelor Visual Arts, Université La
Sorbonne Paris 1, Paris

exhibitions in and out the academy
2017
Tradition does graduate ARBA-ESA, Bruxelles
Bright Dawn, ABKA, Anderlecht
2016
Lumière Matière, ARBA-ESA, Bruxelles
2015
Arba à Urdla, URDLA, Villeurbanne, France
2014 & 2013
Une empreinte dans la ville RECYCLART, Bruxelles
Salon des créateurs d’estampe, Editions 2013 and
2014, Paris 7ème, France.

Planches d’illustration
Paper, ink and pencil
11 sheets of 24 x 17,5 cm
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Les peintres primitifs selon Sterling
Paper
52 x 70,5 cm
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Secrets d’usure
Paper and ink
15 x 21 x 0,6 cm
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Roxane Kisiel
° 1991
France
roxane.kisiel@gmail.com
education
2017

Master Printing, Académie Royale
des Beaux Arts de Bruxelles, Belgium

Roxane Kisiel is a young artist who works both with engraving and paper embroidery. After graduating from
the Estienne graduate school of arts in Paris (the Ecole
Supérieure des Arts et Industries Graphiques Estienne),
with a specialisation in the printed image, she continued
her studies at the Royal Academy of fine arts in Brussels
(the Académie Royale de Bruxelles), in the engraving
workshop led by Thomas Amerlynck.
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The Small Embroidery on embossed paper is
presented along side two etchings representing the exhibition of this same embroidery
work in the Trinitarian Church in Metz (France).
The base supporting the embroidery is represented with a line drawing in the centre
of each etching, showing how the work was
displayed. All of these works are part of an
exploration of death, seen as the poetics of
opening bodies. How a body takes up space,
how it can be stretched out and how it opens
itself up to the void, conjuring its total dissolution into death: these are the explorations
underlying the work of Roxane Kisiel. She
exploits the diverse forms and properties of
materials such as paper, cloth and thread to
evoke the life of a once animated and now
inert body. The use of these materials, which
are at once resilient and transient, expresses
how fragile and precarious it is to be aware of
being alive (and by that fact, bound for annihilation) with the erratic and sometimes brutal
way they are used and contorted. These various projects are not so much a search for a
fixed image of a dead body but an exploration of the body’s propensity to disappear into
death. Therefore the focus is on elements
associated with the body’s own evolution:
its transformation, its breath, its complete
opacity at the moment of death, a short time
before the total disappearance of its physical
material.

Small Embroidery (detail)
Embossing and embroidery on Dutch simili-japon paper
50 x 50 x 10 cm
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Sketch 1
View of the embroidery work installation / Trinitarian Church, Metz. 2017
Etching
100 x 70 cm
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Sketch 2
View of the embroidery work installation / Trinitarian Church, Metz.2017
Etching
50 x 70 cm
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Sylvain Konyali
° 1990
France
sylvain.konyali@gmail.com
Of course, it’s going to be about the body. It
has to be. It’s the starting point of everything.
There’s nothing without it. Our lives rely on it
and it’s relations with others bodies. It’s the
social, friendly and polites interactions, the visual, touchy and intimate relation, the sexually polite and physically incorrect contacts we
experience.

education
2017

Master Printing, Académie Royale
des Beaux Arts de Bruxelles, Belgium

exhibitions in and out the academy
2018
Professional qualification “engraver-printmaker”.
Scholarship at “Fondazione Il Bisonte”, Firenze, Italy
2017
Obtained with mention Master: Etching and Printmaking.
Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Bruxelles
2015
Obtained with mention Master: Art practice & critical
tools, Drawing. ERG, Bruxelles
2013
Obtained with the highest mention Bachelor in Visuals
Arts, drawing. ERG, Bruxelles
Erasmus year in Naba (Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti,
Milan, Italy), in Adrian Paci’ painting atelier

awards & prizes
Audience & Enterprise award, Hamesse Price exhibition,
Bruxelles

Nine copper-plates, three nights and five prints. (Detail)
Acquaforte and dry-point, chine collé; testing prints
60 x 200cm

Coup de coeur of the jury, Food For Your Senses,
Luxembourg
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Self-portrait
Acquaforte
60 x 80 cm

Collecting on desire. (Detail)
Acquaforte and digital printing
14 x 15 x 1 cm- Book of 44 pages
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La Cambre – Bruxelles

École Nationale
Supérieure des Arts
Visuels de La Cambre - Bruxelles
Leo Luccioni
Juliette Merie
Alizee Quitman

Engraving has historically been used in the communication of images. In
the Engraving and Printmaking Department, studies focus on the acquisition of a personal, innovative artistic language, and on the mastery of the
techniques of wood engraving and linocuts, etching, drypoint etching,
aquatint, lithography and silk-screen printing as means of expression.
In today’s world of virtual images, and images which are infinitely reproducible, engraving has a specific role to play as a means of expression, production and distribution, associated with recent techniques (silk
screen, photo engraving) and new ones (digital printing and other up and
coming techniques). The printed image now inspires the creators more
than ever, thanks to its materiality and its natural tendency to reconcile
the techniques of the past and the future.
The department offers studies in multiple practices, drawing its strength
from the diversity of its students. Each of them, learning to master traditional and contemporary printing techniques will discover his or her own
artistic personality and style. An experienced and renowned teaching
staff supports the students in their learning, especially as they begin developing their own critical discourse.
The printed image is constantly being re-invented. In its hybrid state it
may be distinguished from the art of photography by the importance
given to drawing; from painting by its technological focus. Its position
as a deferred image makes reflection an important part of the process.
Writing and text take shape, and the lines separating the noble from the
vulgar, the singular from the multiple, artwork from the object -- disappear. The creator dominates the paths of production.
During their studies, students will make choices which will inform their
artistic approach and their entry into the professional world: accepting
the solitude of the explorer or the sociability of the publisher, finding an
identifiable place in the art market, helping to serve other creators, and
lucidly defining their futures.
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Leo Luccioni
° 1994
France
leofrancoisluccioni@gmail.com
education
2017

Master printing, École Nationale Supérieure 		
des ArtsVisuels de La Cambre - Bruxelles

exhibitions in and out the academy
2018
Award Laurent Moonens, residency, Brussels

Léo luccioni is currently a resident at the Moonens
foundation. His practice come from printed images
and has drifted to multi-disciplinary, hence all mediums assemble to form a symbolic and narrative
scenography.
I am a forger of what isn’t precious.. Of our environment that we consume and throw away. I’m one individual of the consumerist’s society, but nevertheless I
produce with other tools, other materials, other logics
and mainly another ambition: The ambition of setting
parallel truths.

Group show, VARIATIONS ON RAW, la Quincaillerie,
Brussels
Group show, AFTERSHAVE, Moonens Fondation,
Brussels
Group show, LE REDOUBLEMENT, Artink Gallery,
Brussels
Group show, « OVERPRINT », Center de la gravure et de
l’image imprimée, La Louvière, April
2017
Award Fédération Wallonie Bruxelles, la Médiatine,
Brussels, February.
Award of the international Biennale of printed images, La
Boverie museum, Liège, March.
Group show, SMM Gallery, YIA art fair, Brussels, April.
Group Show, Off Course art fair, « YOUNG
CONTEMPORY », Brussels, April.

This way I aim to transmit an objective art, non-illusionist, where different references merge, borrowed
from the consumerism society and always in a shifted
way. My productions appear as forms of a society that
magnify the object, that keep us between the claws
of its own seduction system. Gathered they seem to
be elements of collections of remains of the industrial area, leftovers brand-new and smooth. My reality
constructs itself on this loop where what is rejected
will keep coming back claiming its place, waiting for
its presence to be felt by one conscience and for an
intention to be dedicated to it.
EX-VOTO
Monotype et transfert sur presse taille douce, papier Steinbach
40 x 40 cm

Group Show, PMK, « MY RAGE IS A SILENT RAVING »,
Brussels, June.
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GOOD SURVIVAL
sérigraphie et sticker laser, sur vinyle et couverture de survie
160 x 210 cm
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LIQUIDATION TOTALE
Sérigraphie et gravure, résine epoxy, sur plaque d’aluminium
70 x 100 cm
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Juliette Merie
° 1989
France
juliet.merie@gmail.com
education
2017

Master printing, École Nationale Supérieure 		
des ArtsVisuels de La Cambre - Bruxelles

Born in Paris, I grew up and spend the most part of my
life in Marseille in south of France. After one year at the
academy of Beaux Arts of Marseille I went to the university,
studying Arts and Story of Arts, option Photography and
Iconography during three years. I went to the university,
studing Arts and Story of Arts, in option Photography and
Iconography during three years . Then I moved to Belgium,
to study Printmaking at La Cambre. Now I live and work in
Brussel as a young artist.

My work focuses on the notion of landscape.
All that is clear to me that I do, not do here
echoes the so-called “pictorial” landscape
(that I assimilate to the garden, to the landscaping), but to the question of the place, the
site, the environment.
The interest being not to note, but to propose an investment of the order of the participation to the establishment of a space of life
and contemplation.
By seeking to create objects that offer the
possibility of spaces with mental, narrative,
poetic and poetic properties.
The landscape has always been intimately
linked, in our cultural history, to a kind of lifelong education of the ways of seeing and
feeling, that is, of anticipating and linking the
elements of a “given” that tend towards the
constitution of this smooth fabric, of great solidity and certainty, which is called “reality”
or “nature”.
It is therefore imperative to return to the permeability of elements and elements that define the same thing, are considered as a set of
values in a vision, in other words: an image.
Pénélope
Plaster, plastic, vegetal
170 x 150 x 50 cm
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Sight
Textil, water, vegetal
450 x 230 x 20 cm

The Cliff
Serigraphy on fiberglass
10 pieces 60 x 25 cm
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Alizee Quitman
° 1991
France
alizee.quitman@gmail.com
education
2017

Master printing, École Nationale Supérieure 		
des ArtsVisuels de La Cambre - Bruxelles

exhibitions in and out the academy
2018
Organisation/curation/participation to “Variations On
Raw” group show at Quincaillerie des temps présents in
Bruxelles
Performance “With Or Without You” for Elise Van Mourik
at Etablissement d’en Face, Bruxelles
Swallowing Helmets show “Realty Reasons” with Tom
Kròl and Maarten Raskin
“Hors piste” group show organized by La Montage collective at La Vallée
2017
Performance at Tate Exchange department with Cecile
Paravina (make-up artist)
Styling and collaboration for Lisa Lapierre Residency
Project at ZSenne Gallery
Wave IV edition magazine for Sebastien Reuze
Radical Fitness Formation For Kimax Lessons (Thaï
boxing)
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Exploring an infinite universe of textures, shapes and materials is possible, accessible and
free with 3D modeling software. Push, Pull,
Flat are the main buttons to click on. I try to
minimize my techniques with those three gestures. And by using steel tubes and latex as
a main material, I embrace a physical relationship to what I draw.
Although impalpable, the visible texture in
3D modeling involves several phenomena
beyond senses such as perception, sensations, illusion or imagination. They are the prolongation of our limbs, our bodies.
With latex, my intention is to imagine pieces
of a new skin, an avatar texture of real surface.
Considering that, the body is a large piece
of flesh, fat and muscles that can be refined,
sharpened or swelled is the order of supernatural. As running after a perception of an
ideal body, going farther, faster, younger,
more efficiently. Unattainable is the goal, lost
in virtuality and supported by technologies.
Heidegger rightly said that the primary object
of technology is to secure the storage and
availability of resources and commodities.
I would like to get the chance to explore as far
as possible the experience of a virtual reality
in a way that virtual slides to physical material. Pulling the image and texture out of the
screen as bugs can represent this “back to
reality” spacetime, contradiction/correlation
Man/Machine. “From intuition and stupidity”.

Skwarm / As long as you look me in the eyes
I’ll go wherever you are, I’ll follow behindr
Alginate, silicone, pigments, mirror glass
21 x 30 x 15 cm
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Paravina
Digital print on tarp
70 x 150 cm

Bouchée vapeur
Digital print and ungraving on plexiglas
130 x 30 x 1,5 cm
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The approach to teaching in the subject area of Printmaking at the University of Arts Helsinki is inquisitive and flexible. The focus is on questions of what printmaking, i.e. printed art, and art made
on paper, actually are today.
So called original print with limited editions, still have their place as part of the vibrant field of
printmaking. It is impossible to provide contemporary printed art with a comprehensive definition,
let alone a lasting one, as art is continuously redefined by new works and new artists.
The subject area emphasizes the importance of discussion between the different fields of art and
the acknowledgement of the fact that an entire field cannot be defined by the medium.
In the Academy of Fine Arts, Printmaking not only functions together with the other subject areas
at KuvA, it also looks within its own field by promoting research on printmaking, expanding the
boundaries of the field and encouraging printmakers to cross over to the other fields of art, thus
also challenging the conventional attitudes to printmaking.
Printmaking is a popular art form. All students at the Academy of Fine Arts are welcome to work in
the facilities of Printmaking, just like Printmaking majors can take part in courses, workshops and
seminars at the Time and Space Arts, Sculpture and Painting. Even in the digital age, art students
enjoy, and are inspired by, physically producing images on different materials. Working with your
hands and learning to use different tools are rewarding experiences. Working in a shared space is
a significant part of the distinctive nature of printmaking. Students also make collaborative works.
Printed art, or printmaking, is expressed in many different ways. The works may be based on the
tradition of original print– the decree and the definition given by the mid-nineteenth-century printmakers – or they may ignore it altogether.
In printmaking, the mood and aesthetics of the work crucially depend on the choice of the
paper and the methods. It is common that the methods used in contemporary printmaking
do not fit the definition of the original print; instead, such works, which include performative
art works or works that unfold into a space, fulfil the functions of printmaking and graphic art
more broadly. Printed art provides a flexible means to react to the stimuli in the environment.
When you look at an artwork, you can sometimes forget about the technique used, and let the
work subtly convey social meanings to you, for example, instead of foregrounding the printmaking aspects of it. This happens frequently with small-scale publications, book art and digital works. Although graphic art may sometimes be discernible in a very subtle way, it has a significant role in contemporary art among, and alongside, other methods, as part of the whole.

Kuvataideakatemia
Helsinki
Inma Herrera
Mia Seppällä

Annu Vertanen
Head of department Printmaking
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Inma Herrera
° 1986
Spain
inma.herrera.es@gmail.com
education
2017

MFA. Printmaking. Kuvataideakademia,
University of the Arts, Helsinki. FI.
2012
Media Specialist on Graphic Printing, Illustration
and Artistic Mintage. UCLM-FNMT, ES.
2011
MA. Master in Art Creation and Research (MACI).
UCM, ES.
2009 BA. Fine Arts. Complutense University of
Madrid, ES.
2008-2009
Exchange Student Kungliga Konsthögskolan
(KKH). Stockholm, SWE.

exhibitions
2017
Irises And Iron Wire. Kallion Kunsthalle. Helsinki, Fi.
Rethinking Digitalization. Exhibition Laboratory. Helsinki, Fi.
Angakoq III. Performance Festival. SIC Gallery. Helsinki, Fi.
After Act On. Galleria Huuto Jäktäsaari. Helsinki, Fi.

awards & prizes
2017
Maec-aecid grant. real academy of Spain in Rome. It.
The young artist grant. suomen taideyhdistys. Helsinki, Fi.
Kiilto family group. art prize. Helsinki, Fi.
E QUEEN SONJA PRINT AWARD. Kjell Nupen Memorial
Grant. (Nominee). Oslo, NOR.
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My artistic practice expounds on two different
lines of inquiry that I try to bring together from
a conceptual and material perspective. On the
one hand, I focus on the sense of using techniques whose expertise requires to devote time.
To do so, I resort to printmaking and explore its
methods, limits, and tools. I make use of them
to refer to concepts such as fragility, time, labor, illumination, transcendence, and physicality, in the context of the genesis of an image,
the physical dimension of labor, and the revival of the craftsmanship in defiance of the ‘relative dematerialisation’ of the body in the era
of technology and virtuality. I also analyze how
this medium (printmaking) is expanding into
the form of installation and how its edges start
to blur when it is combined with video, sculpture, and site-specific pieces. On the other hand,
I incorporate to my works concerns whose approach is through psychology and phenomenology. Authors such as Erich Fromm, Alexander
Lowen, Merleau-Ponty or Mark Paterson guide
me on this path. Analogies between the principles of these two universes, in appearance totally disconnected, take on my artistic research.
I consider the artistic practice as a way of making sense, of going beyond the ordinary. My
works are mostly materialized in the form of
installation, where I combine prints, moving
image pieces, video, sculpture, and performance, occasionally. I work individually, but also in
partnership in order to make projects grow.

A Decision. After Abraham Bosse & José Ribera
Copper plate and 3D print (ABS)
Etching and burin on copper plate printed on Somerset paper 300grs.
Sculpture: 3 x 38 x 38 cm Prints: 13 x 7cm and 6,5 x 3,5cm
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Exploratory movement
Video-performance projection on Gampy paper
structure and drypoint on inked perplex plate
Projection and paper structure: 96 x 64cm Perplex plate: 50 x60cm
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Unbounded data
Etching and aquatint on inked copper plate. Concrete mold
15 x 100 x 100cm
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Mia Seppällä
° 1970
Finland
mikuseppala@gmail.com
education
2017

MFA. Printmaking. Kuvataideakademia,
University of the Arts, Helsinki. FI.

I was born in 1970 in Lahti, Finland. I received my MFA in
2017 from the Academy of Fine Arts (Finland) / Univesity
of the Arts Helsinki. I am currently working on a project
related to the images of the Finnish flea market site (tori.
fi). Recent solo exhibition was ”Digital Collages and
Variations” in the Gallery Katariina Studio, Helsinki and
curated group exhibitions with the Nordic Art Association
in Loviisa (2016), Imatra Art Museum (2014), Hyvinkää Art
Museum (2012), Vantaa Art Museum (2009). I’ve taken
part in several group exhibitions and Art Festivals, mostly in Finland: Graduate Exhibition Kuvan Kevät, HAMcorner, Helsinki Art Museum (2017), Law office Fondia
(2017), Exhibition Laboratory ”Systems III” (2017), Free
Art Space, AAVE Festival in Helsinki ”Systems II” (2017)
Cathedral Crypt Helsinki, Church Music Festival, ”Light
and Darkness” just to mention the last one. My works
is held public institutions such as collection of the Lahti
Art Museum and collection of the Academy of Fine Arts
Finland. I am member of cultural organizations such as
Helsinki Artists’ Association, The Finnish Comic Society,
Nihil Inter (a poetry club) and Nuori Voima, Literature
association.
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I use all forms of manmade structures and
systems (architecture, virtual networks) to
generate paintings, prints, sculptures, photographs, performances, and site–specific
interventions. I’ll do it to get answer to what
artwork is, how it is and what it is doing.
In my works the viewer is often implicated:
What is this? Bulletin board printed on the bulletin board emphasizes the needlessness of
those items in our digitalizing world by changing them as a platform for their own image.
Selecting a method serves its purpose.
The core of my artistic vision: Original or
copy, that’s question.

Before-after
Collage, serigraphy, etching on paper
35 x 50 cm
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Bulletin board on the bulletin board 1
Serigraphy
60 x 40 cm

Bulletin board on the bulletin board 1
Serigraphy, mixed media
60 x 40 cm
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Akademia Sztuk Pieknych
im. Jana Matejki Krakowie
Katarzyna Borycka
Pawel Krzywdziak
Agnieszka Zych

The didactic structure of the Faculty of Graphic Arts of the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow is based on four
independent departments which offer an overall coherent teaching profile. These are the departments of:
Printmaking, Graphic Design, Drawing and Painting, Photography and Digital Media.
Due to a wide choice of degree courses, the adopted educational model encourages individual development
in students after they complete the compulsory subjects.
The Department of Printmaking continues the tradition of teaching graphics based on five conventional techniques: Woodcut, Lithography, Etching and Engraving, Intaglio, and Silk Screen.
A preferred conventional graphic workshop, to a large extent a continuation of the educational model created
by graphic personalities of the earlier years, is enriched by new media to keep up with the times and satisfy
a natural need to search for new forms of creation. The graphic studios have been run in almost unchanged
formula for nearly 50 years by distinguished and well-known graphic artists. Their creativity and pedagogical
skills ensure a professional level of workshops and a mature development in graphic arts. To appreciate the
artistry and innovation, the outstanding art and didactic achievements have been called the “Cracow School
of Graphic Arts”. The former professors of the Faculty of Graphic Arts such as Konrad Srzednicki, Mieczysław
Wejman, Włodzimierz Kunz, Andrzej Pietsch, Franciszek Bunsch, Włodzimierz Kotkowski and others formed
the core of the Department of Printmaking, and in the 70s and 80s set the trend in Polish graphics by stimulating and organizing national and international exhibitions and competitions. Prof. Witold Skulicz, the
Faculty member, although not directly involved in the Department of Printmaking, the Commissioner of the
International Biennial, subsequently the International Print Triennial, was a strong enthusiast of graphic competitions and a great promoter of graphics in the world. Thanks to his initiative, Silk Screen, the latest studio
at the Department, has been created. It is impossible to ignore the commitment and energy put by the above-mentioned artists into the development and promotion of graphic arts. The task and duty of the present
staff members are to continue their work skilfully using their experience and rich artistic output as well as
contribute to intellectual diversity and new artistic solutions.
Most of the graphic studios in the Department of Printmaking, excluding the Silk Screen Studio (at 3 Karmelicka
street), occupy the first floor at 3 Humberta street. It is a place steeped in tradition, where you can feel friendly,
artistic atmosphere mixed with the smell of denatured alcohol, petrol and paint, the inseparable attributes of
a graphic workshop. Krakow, 3 Humberta is a magical place where new generations of artists, always associated with graphics and the Department of Graphic Arts, have been educated for years. And let it stay that way.
I present here three last year’s students who under my artistic supervision completed and successfully
passed their master degree exam. I am very satisfied with their results and artistic consciousness.
Prof. Krzysztof Tomalski
Department of Etching and Engraving Studio – Faculty of Graphic Arts
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Katarzyna Borycka
° 1990
Poland
boryckak@gmail.com
education
2017

Master of the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow,
Copper Engraving Studio led by
Prof. Krzysztof Tomalski, Faculty of Graphic Arts

Katarzyna Borycka (born 1990) graduated in 2017 from
Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow, Faculty of Graphic
Arts. She received her Licentiate’s degree in children’s
book design on Department of Graphic Design. Her
Master’s thesis titled “body-reflection” was accomplished on Department of Graphic Arts, Engraving’s
Workshop. It was distinguished and exhibited in 2017
on collective post-graduate exhibition in The Palace of
Art in Krakow. In her graphic works she combines photographic, painting and drawing techniques. She specializes in aquatint. She is also a photographer (digital
and analog techniques).

but also common appearances of different women. I decided to build the modern woman’s
image in my graphics. A woman: built from
body parts, dismembered, built from her body
image complexes but also from parts accepted
by herself. It is a woman who is looking at herself and who is seeing by the others in that particular way. A woman who is trying to match the
modern fashion’s standards. A woman compiled from other women’s images. Final attempts
of composing copied strips made several body
figures. It made quite unrealistic women-hybrids, who want to situate their own appearances in modern, commercial canon of beauty.
My graphics are at the same time the reflection
of psychological situation of modern woman. It
is a peculiar cauldron, chaos, split of women’s
identity, which is a result of a necessity to subject to the permanent criticism and match their
own expectation created by the fashion industry and mass-media.

The artistic work titled “body-reflection” is a commentary to the reality that surrounds us. It illustrates the
ways of perceiving a woman’s body refracted through
the prism of fashion, advertisement, or commerce.
Therefore the „reflection” is related to woman’s reflection in a mirror but above all to the reflections of cultural patterns in woman’s mind and copying the external
appearances by her. I’m trying to face with body image
complexes as a result of unrealistic fashion standards.
I show different types of bodies in my graphics. Those
graphics combine not only enforced fashion standards,
68

Hybrids, diptych no 1
Graphic paper, ink
78 x 86 cm
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Hybrids, diptych no 2
Graphic paper, ink
78 x 86 cm

Hybrids, diptych no 3
Graphic paper, ink
100 x 86 cm
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Pawel Krzywdziak
° 1989
Poland
pawel@krzywdziak.com
education
2012 - 2017
		
		
		

Master degree in Graphic Arts, Jan
Matejko Academy of Fine Arts in
Krakow, Poland; diploma thesis accom
plished in the Copper Engraving Studio

2015 - at present
		
assistant lecturer in the Lettering and
		
Typography Studio of the university
2017 - at present
		
PhD student, Fine Arts, Jan Matejko
		
Copper Engraving Studio led by Prof.
		
Krzysztof Tomalski, Faculty of Graphic
		
Arts in Krakow, Poland

In my art, I engage a dialogue with the traditional printmaking workshop, in the context
of contemporary media and visual strategies.
The formal motive of my work is light and
space, interpreted by the author’s original
system of cross-hatching.
Digital and generative transposition of drawing methods, used by engravers, allowed
me to show them in a new context, free of
manual and dimensional restrictions. My
images are hand-printed from zinc and aluminum plates, made using an experimental
approach to etching, aquatint and drypoint
techniques, preserving the spatial structure
unique to intaglio.

from the Luminance series
Etching, aquatint
69 x 198 cm
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from the Luminance series
Drypoint
69 x 198 cm

from the Luminance series
Etching, aquatint
69 x 198 cm

Agnieszka Zych
° 1974
Poland
agnieszka.zych@op.pl

The main creative impulse for the title of my diploma is the song ‘As Tears Go By’ from 1964 compo-

education

sed by Keith Richards and Mick Jagger. This song

2015 - 2017
She studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow at the Faculty of
Graphic Arts, where she obtained a Master’s degree in Art in May
2017. She specialised in the graphic design. The title of the diploma
thesis (graphic installation) was “As Tears Go By”. The defense of the
MA thesis took place in the Copper Engraving Studio led by Prof.
Krzysztof Tomalski, Faculty of Graphic Arts .

introduces a feeling of nostalgia and involuntarily
imposes the desire to make settlements with the
past. I would like this song to be both a philosophical reflection on the present times, as well as a
symbol connecting the world from before dramatic events. It refers to the last tragic events in
Bataclan in France on November 17, 2015 where

2011 - 2014
She studied at State University of Applied Sciences in Nowy Sacz
in Poland at the Institute of Pedagogy in the field of Art Education,
specialisation: visual arts, where she obtained a Bachelor’s degree
in June 2014. She received a distinction for the artistic diploma
thesis “Diaphragm – between the worlds” under the supervision
of professor Krzysztof Tomalski. Also, she was awarded during the
studies. She received a distinction from the ‘Intermedia’ course
in the academic year 2012 - 2013 (first and second semester). She
participated in the art projects “Love” and “The Man” organized
by the Artistic-Scientific Student Group- “Bakery”.

the audience of the heavy metal group was massacred by the terrorists. It intensified my fear for our
safety during the concerts. The threat of terrorism
has never been as “tangible” as it is now. I took up
the topic of fear for life during public gatherings
in the light of the recent dramatic events. I wanted to emphasize the importance of the existing
situations and to present my personal attitude
and emotional commitment to the above issues
closer to the recipients. However, I did not want
to report directly but rather to evoke feelings, to
look for multilayered associations, to embrace this

exhibitions
On November 17, 2017 her first individual exhibition took place

phenomenon in a visual manner appropriate to

at the “Gallery E/A” in Nowy Sacz. She took part in many group

my imaginations, so that the entire graphic instal-

exhibitions in Nowy Sacz. In 2018, she is going to participate in

lation could function without further translations

the international art project “Warhol. POP contexts. 30 years

as a multi-layered symbol with a wider meaning.

later. “She is focused on graphic designing and painting. Music
is her great passion.
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As Tears Go By
3 elements of the graphic installation “As Tears Go By”.
The composition of graphic installation elements:
a) billboards 3 parts, digital print (size : 100 x 70 x 6 cm)
presenting a collage of photographs taken in the ‘Tauron Arena’ Concert Hall in Krakow
(the photographs were subjected to the rasterisation process)
b) about 100 elements that build the second narrative layer made in classical graphic
techniques. The techniques: relief print, print making, and digital print.
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Hochschule für Grafik und
Buchkunst Leipzig
Jennifer König
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Jennifer König
° 1984
Germany
info@jennifer-koenig.com
education
2011 - 2017
Academy of Fine Arts Leipzig [HGB]
Diploma with honours
Meisterschülerin of Prof. Christoph Ruckhäberle
2015 - 2016
École nationale supérieure des Arts visuels
de La Cambre, Brussels

exhibitions
2017
A Set of Investigations, Salon Käthe, Galerie Kleindienst,
Leipzig [solo]
Academy POSITIONS, Berlin Art Fair, Bikini Berlin

I focus my attention on a series of questions
in order to create an image through the medium and its inherent qualities. The use of this
particular technique has a strong influence on
how I think and work within my artistic practice. In this way, the works themselves are a
form of aesthetic investigation that reflects,
above all else, the considerations of artistic
action in matters of visual processes. Through
my engagement with the material I develop
artistic strategies and methods for exploring
the potential of the mediums used, which
continuously bring to the fore the reciprocal
relationship between painting, drawing and
printmaking.

Raum im Feld, Werkschauhalle, Leipziger
Baumwollspinnerei, Leipzig
Konglomerat, Josef Filipp Galerie, Leipziger
Baumwollspinnerei, Leipzig
Ladder to Heaven, Neuer Pfaffenhofener Kunstverein,
Pfaffenhofen a.d. Ilm
Konstruktionen nach dem Sinn. Holzschnitt-Förderpreis
des Spendhaus-Freundeskreises,
Städtisches Kunstmuseum Spendhaus, Reutlingen [solo]
#6
Woodcut, japanese paper
92 x 124 cm

Annihilation Event, Lethaby Gallery, Central Saint
Martins, London
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#1
Woodcut, japanese paper
46 x 62 cm
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#2
Woodcut, japanese paper
46 x 62 cm
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Central Saint Martins College
of Art and Design London

The Central Saint Martins community is dedicated to discovering new ways of thinking, making and doing. As such, the MA
Fine Art course supports a broad range of experimental practices, encouraging work which engages with social, political and
technological contexts beyond the walls of the College. The
wide range of processes and tools our students employ, from 3D
imaging to printmaking and field recording to educational workshops, exemplify the collaborative culture imbued in the Central
Saint Martins building – in which collisions between disciplines
and media endlessly produce new practices and methodologies.

Pierre-Antoine Martin
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Pierre-Antoine Martin
° 1990
France
pafmartin@gmail.com

Printmaking and the methods related to metal etching
are the central medium of my practice. This choice comes from my appreciation of the multifaceted possibilities available with those. In itself the “medium” means
more than a succession of processes on the material.
It is not only limited to the digging of grooves into the
plate, of photographic transfers, of intaglio principles,
of the cutting of matter. I question myself on memory,
its sustainability, mythology and hermeneutics. I have
also been interested in the idea of palingenesis. Themes
which I approach are issued from a fantastic, symbolistic and surrealistic lineage. Finally they regroup the
contemporary questions of a comeback of metaphysics
and narratives in our societies, as a representation of an
hybrid imaginary between post-modernity and decline.
The discovery, development and learning of new techniques in etching have become an essential part of my
master’s project. To be able to design hybrid images in
their operational and substantial conception and in their
substance. Image is never a simple reality but rather,
according to Régis Debray, a succession of operations
situated “between visibility and a signifier and emotional power”. Each print has a portion of uniqueness,
because of the sequence of processes, the variability
and the singular treatment of each composition. It is a
way to group these techniques during the inscription
of a strong idea in the transition from formless to form.
www.pierreantoinemartin.com

education
2017

MA Fine Art at Central Saint Martins

I was born in 1990 in Bordeaux. In 2012, after a degree
in political science, I entered the Printmaking studio at
the School of Fine Arts of La Cambre in Brussels, where traditional print’s techniques and knowledges were
taught to me taught to me: metal engraving, woodcut,
silk-screen printing, lithography. As I went to the Central
Saint Martins for my postgraduate course, the discovery,
development and learning of new techniques in etching
have become a essential part of my master’s project. My
intention is to include different modes of reproducibility
in the pictures of altered resemblance. By the juxtaposition of profane processes and the succession of baroque
gestures, one can regroup the instruments of image and
reconnect with the mysterious evocation of its origins
I have been an active part of the International Printmaking
Union: a joint movement, started in 2013 by the printmaking department of La Cambre, gathering institutions related to print. The movement exhibited group shows in
Brussels and London. This collaboration, which has been
going on for three years now, and which involves a series of partners in the fields of printmaking (Central Saint
Martins; The Royal College of Art, London; The Royal
Academy of Art, The Hague; PrintRoom, Rotterdam; Le
Centre de la Gravure, La Louvière; The Royal Academy of
Fine Arts, Antwerp etc.) is, is entering a new phase with
the articulation of a common project which will lead to
European applications.

Beyond Mirror & Chasm
Hard-ground etching and aquatints, printed on Hahnemühle paper
60 x 90 cm
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Monad’s Garden
Hard-ground etching and aquatints, printed on Hahnemühle paper
60 x 90 cm
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Charaut (from a drawing of A. Szunyoghy)
Hard-ground etching, printed on Zerkall paper
36 x 100 cm
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Royal College of Art
London
Marine Lefebvre

At the Royal College of Art we teach within the framework of
Print as an expanded field which brings together conceptual
and technical histories. Our students come from a wide spectrum of positions, nationalities and interests. Some have never
made print but worked with collage, the copy, an interest in text
and image, or perhaps a desire to give photographic images
another dimension through photomechanical processes. Other
students, many of whom have worked in print workshops, work
directly with drawn litho, etching, screen-print, mono print, or
digital imaging and often with casting and 3D print blurring the
boundaries of two and three dimensions. All of these student
seek to develop their critical thinking and we ask that they consider the implications of image circulation and distribution in a
digital age.
Head of department
Jo Stockham
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Marine Lefebvre
° 1991
France
marinelefebvre.contact@gmail.com
My work consists of print, painting, sculpture and
installation. With these varied media I create intimate spaces. Each element oscillates in between
two status, layered gestures challenge the nature
of each medium. By combining experiences’ memories with an idealistic mental space, I compose unrealistic sites. My work interrogates how a
malfunctioning memory and the belief in illusions
create imaginary sensations. Surface and depth,
decorative and narrative elements, inside and outside location meet in an artificial nature to reveal a
space that is both familiar yet strange; an uncanny
space. In every project, I aim to question the state of utopia, intimacy and illusion in our sensorial
everyday.

education
2017

Master of Fine Arts
in Print Royal College of Art London

2015

Master of Finer Arts with Hons EnsAD Paris

Marine Lefebvre graduated in 2017 from the Royal
College of Art in London, and in 2015 from the
EnsAD in Paris. She has been a resident at the Casa
de Velazquez, in Madrid, and at Leith School of Art,
in Edinburgh. Her work has been shown in solo and
group shows in London, Edinburgh, Paris, Toulouse
and Krakow.

It’s asking for trouble
where were you hidding all that time?
Monoprint on paper
90 x 130 cm
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It’s asking for trouble
I wait, looking for something to happen throught the
Monoprint on paper
90 x 130 cm
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It’s asking for trouble
In a silent moment, trees are creaking
Monoprint on paper
90 x 130 cm
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Universidad Complutense
Bellas Artes de Madrid
Julia García Gilarranz
Idoia Ortega
Laura Valor

The Fine Arts Faculty of the Complutense University of Madrid is
an academic centre which is at the forefront of Fine Arts both in
Spain and the rest of the world, especially in the Mediterranean
and in Latin America.
It counts with adequate infrastructures to the demands of an
integrated and interdisciplinary education. In its numerous classrooms, dedicated to artistic practice, students can experiment
and deepen in different processes. Special attention should be
given to the excellent workshops and engraving laboratories in
which our students experience techniques, from printing to editing processes and paper handling.
Guided by expert teachers, engraving students, combine in
their curriculum course different resources and traditional practices along with the incorporation of new technologies. From
the study of stamping techniques and the learning of research
methodology, it builds the basis of reflection about art and it
facilitates the production of a personal artistic expression.
Throughout the academic year there is also a wide schedule of
lectures and workshops with leading artists, cultural agents and
institutions or companies, to facilitate our students to show to
the society their work and build their curriculum.
The Faculty has had in its classrooms, as students or teachers,
artists such as Goya or Picasso, and years later, others like Lucio
Muñoz or Antonio López.
Elena Blanch
Dean of Faculty of Fine Art
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Julia García Gilarranz
° 1994
Spain
juliaggilarranz@gmail.com
education
Graduate in Fine Arts from Universidad Complutense
of Madrid in 2017, receiving different scholarships at the
Mimar Sinan Güzel Sanatlar Üniversitesi of Istanbul and
University of the Basque Country, she is currently studying the Master’s Degree in History of Contemporary
Art and Visual Culture at the Reina Sofía Museum.
The exchange relationships that occur through symbolic
thought between inhabitant and the inhabited space is
the main theme that crosses her research lines. This is developed from different practices that interweave artistic
production with theoretical research projects.

In my works body appears as a generator
of ways of inhabiting that, through different
forms and experiences, ends up diluting the
borders that separate the inside from the
outside.
In this shadows ossuary each piece is built
from the rest of the rest. Two elongate bones;
a thin and brittle rabbit rib and the femur of
an old dog, are opposed in a diptych as two
parentheses containing an interrogation.
Behind them the grid from which the organic,
slippery, always escapes.

exhibitions
Her work has been seen at exhibitioins like the Emerging
Art Festival JustMAD (2017), La Salita, Gallery of Marianna
Nieddu (2015), Jóvenes Creadores at the Real Casa de
la Moneda in Madrid (2016), the International Festival of
Engraving and art on paper in Bilbao (2016), collective
exhibition Looking through the eyes of machine (2018).

Bone shadows I (diptych)
Aquatint [Copper matrix] Printed on Hahnemühle paper 300 gr
Size of print: 16 x 25 cm each. Size of paper: 27 x 39 cm each
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Bone shadows Il (diptych)
Aquatint [Copper matrix] Printed on Hahnemühle paper 300 gr
Size of the print: 4.8 x 6 cm each. Size of the paper: 19 x 14,5 cm
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Bone shadows Ill (diptych)
Aquatint [Copper matrix] Printed on Hahnemühle paper 300 gr
Size of the print: 4.8 x 6 cm each. Size of the paper: 19 x 14,5 cm
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Idoia Ortega
° 1979
Spain
ortegaidoia@gmail.com
education
I use digital image to address issues such as nature
and landscape. I have a graduate in Fine Arts from the
Complutense University of Madrid in 2005 and I am currently studying the Master of investigate in art and creation. My training has been supported through Fundación
Botín training scholarsship (Santander, Spain) and Casa
de la Moneda Foundation training scholarsship (Madrid,
Spain).

I’m interested in nature and the image we
have of this. I use dry remains that I collect in
forests and fields, remains that we normally
see and discard to give them a new use.
Cataloging, ordering and analysing gives us a
new look and a different value of the objects
we have within reach.

exhibitions
I have participated in numerous group exhibitions in
which highlights the Festival Franqueados, JustMAD
2017, and the Open Porfolio Cabinet. International Fair of
Drawing and Printing, Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Madrid
and my graphic work is part of collections such as Open
Porfolio Cabinet, Faculty of Fine Arts of the Complutense
University of Madrid. Heritage and Artistic archival funds,
and National Library of Madrid department of graphic
work.

Arquitectura del paisaje llI
Embossed photogravure on Velin Arches Cotton Paper Black
38 x 28 cm
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Arquitectura del paisaje Il
Digital printing with pigmented inks and direct stamping on Okawara paper 60gr
49 x 114 cm
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Arquitectura del paisaje I
Digital printing with pigmented inks and direct stamping on Okawara paper 60gr
49 x 114 cm

Laura Valor
° 1982
Spain
lauravalor@yahoo.es
education & exhibitions
Graduated in Audiovisual Communication in 2004
she started her artistic career with a grant from
Musac (Museum of Contemporary Art of Leon) in
2007. She has exhibited in Berlin in individual and
collective In 2013 she was part of the international
program of artists in residence of CCA Andratx in
Mallorca, taking part of its collection. With a mention
of Honor at the Prix de la Photographie PX3 Paris, her
work has spread through different disciplines, from
photography to sculpture, through painting and
engraving. Finishing a Fine Art Master in Research
and Art Creation in the Faculty of Fine Arts of the
Complutense University of Madrid. I am interested
in the nature and image we have of this. I use dry remains that I collect in forests and fields, remains that
we normally see and discard to give them a new use.
Cataloging, ordering and analysing gives us a new
look and a different value of the objects we have
within reach. The work I send to the contest takes
part of a research based on the discovery of gunpowder. Discovered in China in the 9th century by
Taoist monks who tried to find the elixir of eternal life,
gunpowder, besides as a weapon, was quickly used
for the creation of a playful experience through what
we know as fireworks. In itself (first known explosive),
in the context of its invention (research on the purpose of immortality) and in its later use (playful and armamentistic), a strange metaphorical balance of creation and destruction is established. In a historical
moment in which technology increases at the speed
of gunpowder and seems to be at the same time a

source of creation and destruction of our societies,
as a complement, graphite appears (Slowing gunpowder down, graphite on acetate scanned). A material widely used by artists and also related with the
“word” in an etymological sense, can be mixed with
gunpowder to helps to slow down its speed. It transforms its fast nature, bringing a poetic aspect even
to its sonority, now closer to the artistic fact, making
the gunpowder pass from a “clack” to a “boooom”
when he comes into contact with it. As if creating
a balance from continuity.But, in our technological
society, how is immortality addressed? The hydra,
a genus of hydrozoans native to freshwater, which
measures a few centimeters and are predators, refers to this issue. This small animal is the object of
study for its “immortal character” that means a great
capacity to regenerate all the parts of its body. It was
discovered in the year 1736 by the Swiss naturalist
Abraham Trembley who, at the beginning, thought it
was a plant, but it turned out to be an animal able of
harboring a “wisdom” far from ours. Something that
seems what it is not, and in its lightness it harbors
in itself a new idea of the future based on regeneration, which is the process by which the structure
and function of damaged organs or body parts is
recovered.The hydra, in its radial symmetry, seems
to establish a relationship with fireworks. As if from
the “morphology” of the ludic product of the first
explosive in history, discovered seeking immortality,
something would mark by analogy the path to a different physiology embodied in the hydra. Perhaps
hydra was the entelechy of fireworks in the pursuit of
eternal life.This game of dualities, dichotomies and
contrasts has inspired me to carry out an investigation crossed by the metaphorical use of ideas and
images. A space in which they relate in a poetic way
interweaving an abstract logic that in the end refers
to the nature of the human being, its condition and
his relationship with the environment.
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Fireworks
Technique: photo-engraving. Silver and black ink on canson paper
21,2 x 30,3 cm
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Slowing gunpowder down
Technique: photo-engraving. Black and blue ink on canson paper
19 x 24,4 cm
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Hydra
Technique: photo-engraving. Black ink on canson paper
19 x 24,4 cm
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Akademie der Bildenden Künste
München
Aron Herdrich
Maria Constanza Meléndez Toha

The Academy of Fine Arts Munich was founded in 1808 and is one of the most
important art academies in Germany. The Academy of Fine Arts Munich sees
itself as an experimental laboratory, set apart from established conventions.
It is positioned, structurally, between the tradition it upholds, the art market
and the endeavours of each individual student to mobilise his or her creative
talents to the greatest extent possible. It provides its students with an artistic
orientation and encourages its further development on an extremely varied and
challenging basis. Located in Schwabing, in a building from 1886 designed by
Gottfried von Neureuther and in a new extension by the Vienese architectural office Coop Himmelb(l)au (2005), young artists are studying Fine Arts, Art
Education, Interior Design, Art and Architecture, Art Design and Therapy. At
present the Academy of Fine Arts Munich has a total of 800 enrolled students
including 200 students coming from many European countries, America and
Asia. The majority are studying Fine Arts in separate classes, each headed by
a professor. Classes range from painting and graphic arts, to sculpture, stageand costume design, photography, media art, glass, goldsmith and ceramics.
More than 30 professors, with their various different artistic approaches, represent the diversity of art. Courses in art history and philosophy, as well as a
number of different lectures, guest speeches, workshops and excursions impart
knowledge and, in particular, provide a forum for discussion. The unique profile
of the Academy of Fine Arts Munich is not least of all due to the nineteen exceptionally well-equipped workshops open to students that are largely supervised by established artists. In addition to classical working, printing and casting
techniques, new and unconventional materials are used and experimented with.
www.adbk.de
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Aron Herdrich
° 1989
Germany
aronherdrich@gmail.com
I am entering a room. The floor, the ceiling and the walls are surrounding me. I am
looking around trying to define the space,
trying to perceive it. My view is focusing the
corners of this room. The prevailing light is
my ally. It enables to realize, to define, to recognize. The light is the bridge between the
architecture and me

education
2011 - 2017
Class of Prof. Matthias Wähner, AdBK München
2012-2015
Assistent in the lithography workshop,
Gesa Puell, AdBK München
since 2014
Class of Prof. Pia Fries, AdBK München

exhibitions
2017
“BOXENSTOP I”, Staatliche Graphische Sammlung,
Pinakothek der Moderne, Munich
“ZURETA”, Chinretsukan Gallery 1F/2F, The University Art
Museum, Tokyo University Of The Arts, Tokyo
“HELP?”, KMMN, Kassel
“Start ´17”, GoldbergGalerie, Munich
2016
“Unterwegs”, Radierverein, Munich
“lp”, Die Färberei, Munich
“Start ´16”, GoldbergGalerie, Munich
„a corner/1h45min - no. 1“
Lithography of an analogue offset plate
42,5 x 72,5 x 22,5 cm

“#QUERBLICK”, Galerie Big Pond Artworks, Munich
“9373,87”, Galerie Arai Associates, Tokyo
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„a corner/1h45min - no. 2“
Lithography of an analogue offset plate
37,5 x 57,5 x 27,5 cm
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„a corner/1h45min - no. 3“
Lithography of an analogue offset plate
48 x 17 x 47 cm
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Maria Constanza Meléndez Toha
° 1983
Chile
mail@maria-melendez.com
History is composed of images and testimonies that are stored in our society´s collective
memory, establishing identity codes.
In my work I use image and text to create new
forms of narrative that question the contemporary understanding of identity issues.

education
2018

Diplom in Fine Arts from the Akademie der
Bildenden Künste München, Germany

2011-2017
Studies at Sculpture Department with Professor
Hermann Pitz at the Akademie der Bildenden
Künste in Munich, Germany
2010

Master Degree in Fine Arts with major in
Photography at Universidad de Chile,
Santiago de Chile

2007

Student exchange and documentary
photography project realized at the Hochschule
für bildende Künste (HFBK), Hamburg, Germany

2006

Studies in documentary photography at Institut
of Image and Communication, Universidad de
		
Chile, Santiago, Chile.

exhibitions
2018
Diplom exhibition at the Akademie der Bildenden
Künste München, Germany
2017
Keep Control. Group exhibition. Galerie KnustxKunz,
Munich, Germany

“They walked hastily, without schedule or destination, yet full of anxiety. Their relationship was the result of a
simple convenience. In fact, one could see that neither of them felt any special attraction or admiration for the
other. They did not share the same interests or the same language. He was a man of faith, associated to a syncretistic religious group, while she - after a few years away from home - saw herself dragged down by a despotic
contemporary culture. It was here where she found space in the world of liberal artists who taught her to theorize
the banalities of their own practice. Despite the imminent differences in between the two of them the shared
intimacy felt as necessary as it was forced; maybe because of the overwhelming loneliness that surrounded them.

Texto No.1 / I
Silkscreen print (CMYK) and ink (calligraphy) on paper
70 x 100 cm

2016 FILE, Electronic Language International Festival,
Sao Paulo, Brazil Electronic Catalog
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They walked through the endless layers of bare, leafless branches which were camouflaged by the absorbing environment. Projecting the unknown on their bod- ies the density of the forest left them with discomfort.
For a moment he was blinded by the light, that made its way through the trees, evoquing a strange electric flow
through his body. It made him remember the day his father died after he had coped with the indomitable poverty
which feeds itself throughout life. His departure was slow, at the beginning of winter. During this agony, a small
window let through a cold breeze of fearful howls of the villagers whispering a possible persecution against the
children of Eden and chilling the bodies in the bedroom. His father slowly transformed into an object. Witnessing
his last breath he no longer recognized his face. The stiff- ness of the dead skin compressed the body which
seemed just like the peel of some- what - left to be returned. They found a wooden bench on their way. A bronze
plaque on its back offered the saying of the complicity of a couple. Here is where they decided to rest. She sat on
his left side. He looked at her and thought that their conversations until then had been caught in the trivialities of
a daily routine. This produced an impotent urgency for language within himself. The word ‚melancholia‘ repeated
itself so many times in his head, that in the course of thought, the word lost its form.

As a granddaughter of the aristocracy she was born in the house of landlords who - thanks to the lands inherited
from the time of the colony - maintained their wealth over centuries. She rebelled against her parents as soon as
she could; against the customs of exaggerated parties, against the ‚feasts‘ of the weekends and the anti-Marxist
prayers. She always asked herself if she really loved her parents. She rejected many times what came out of their
mouths, and although she never involved herself in politics, she hated the way in which their faces transformed
into an obscene mass of gestures by expressing their fanaticism for the dictator. She never thought that hatred
would lead her into exile.
The sun was setting. The ravine in front of them disclosed the view over all the trees in the valley where the river
divided the landscape in four parts. The blue sky turned orange, and the purple of the water into silver. The
weight on their bodies finally dropped. From the horizon, a gust of wind announced their withdrawal.”

Texto No.2 / lI

Texto No.3 / llI
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The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts (PAFA) promotes the
transformative power of art and art making. Founded in 1805
by artist and scientist Charles Willson Peale, William Rush, and
other civic-minded artists and business leaders, PAFA is the first
museum and school of fine arts in the nation. The museum is
internationally known for its collections of 19th- and 20th-century American paintings, sculptures, and works on paper, as well
as contemporary works. The permanent collection ranges from
18th and 19th century masters such as Benjamin West, Thomas
Eakins, Winslow Homer and Mary Cassatt to modern and contemporary artists including Charles Demuth, Jacob Lawrence,
Alice Neel, Vik Muniz, Mickalene Thomas, and Kehinde Wiley.
PAFA’s school attracts some of the most committed and promising art students from across the country and around the globe
to study painting, drawing, printmaking, sculpture, and illustration with a distinguished faculty of working artists, as well as
private studios for students, a historic cast collection, and the
opportunity for students to exhibit in a world-class museum.

Pennsylvania Academy of
the Fine Arts - USA
Benjamin Grzenia
Candace Jensen
Mustafa Adil Ozturk
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Benjamin Grzenia
° 1990
USA
ben.grzenia@gmail.com
education
2018

MFA (Pending) Pennsylvania Academy of
the Fine Arts, (expected May 2018)

2013

Graphic Design BA, University of Wisconsin
- Whitewater

teaching
2017 - 2018
Print Shop Graduate Assistant, Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts
2017

Teaching Assistant, Pennsylvania Academy of
the Fine Arts
The Summer Residency at PAFA, Printmaking
and collage
Graduate Assistant, Pennsylvania Academy of
he Fine Arts, Screen Printing

exhibitions
2018

“Merge Visible”, Hamilton Building, Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts

2017

“Gods & Beasts”, Gallery 128, Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts

2016

“Self”, Gallery 8, Pennsylvania Academy of
the Fine Arts
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The natural world offers moments of serenity that transports one from reality into an
internal world; staring at the sun’s dancing
reflection on water is my escapist reverie.
Coping with the suffering of a close family
member has been increasingly difficult for
me, therefore searching for healthy methods
of escapism has become necessary to my
daily practice and a driving factor to the
work I create.
I am discovering parallels between being in
the studio and in nature, as both places offer
insight through self-meditation, exploration
and reflection. Most of my work is life-sized,
offering the viewer a presence similar to my
own that represents my body, mind and its
past experiences. My print-oriented, mixed
media approach strives to reconstruct my
encounters with nature and my process is rarely the same twice.
My pieces are expressions of escapist portals I’ve discovered that transport me to a
deeper understanding of my own identity,
which include feelings of loss, longing and
awe, where line between the seen and unseen world is blurred. I include patterns and
vibrations that mimic topography. My work
plays with the tension between stasis and
movement, where time alters our understanding of our individuality. Although each
piece is deeply personal, I strive to create
new portals for the audience to encounter
on their own terms as well.

City Dwellers
Two color screen print on cover weight French paper
27,5 x 37,5 cm
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House for Zinnias
Mono screen print on text weight French paperr
62,5 x 94,4 cm
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Melt
Screen print on cream stonehenge paper
48,75 x 57,5 cm
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Candace Jensen
° 1986
USA
artist.cjensen@gmail.com

I have a great love for the outdoors and the natural
world — my strongest socio-political views revolve
around a strong desire to contribute positively as a
human animal to our one and only planet Earth, and
to communicate with others about the same. I am

education

also committed to the culturally important histories

Born and raised in beautiful, rural Northeastern
Pennsylvania, I knew I was an artist and that I would
pursue art from a very young age. After high school
graduation, I attended art school in Philadelphia at
the Tyler School of Art at Temple University, where I studied painting, art history and jewelry metal-smithing. After 4 formative years of work, art, travel and study, I graduated summa cum laude.

calligraphy and painting. There is important work to

and traditions related to art crafts, primarily my own
be done in seeking confluence between the interests
of both my environmental and cultural affinities, and
their respective institutions and contributions, locally and globally. My work is manifest curiosity about
the arcane and esoteric histories of humanity’s spiritual and physical relationship to the Earth, through
the messy making of drawings, paintings and prints.

Working as a graphic designer, I moved with my now
husband across the country to the San Francisco Bay
area in California. There, I continued working as an
artist in many capacities, eventually also becoming
a serious student of Tantric yoga.

Image-making is my best effort at reinvigorating a

Finding a need to reconnect to a more directed,
personal fine art practice, I applied to a number
of MFA programs in 2016, and I was surprised but
excited to return to Philadelphia - this time at the
excellent Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. At
PAFA, I am working on a visual and written thesis,
and concentrating on drawing, painting and printmaking mediums such as intaglio, collograph, monotype, lithography and letterpress.

and potentially universal; serpents, sacred geometric

contemporary mythic relationship to the brutality and
beauty of the natural world; humanity’s womb, hammock and eventual tomb. The symbols I engage are
historically and geologically rooted, but also timeless
patterns, totems, animistic entities, deity figures, etc.
The materials are primarily from organic sources, their
transformation from ore to medium to artwork alchemical in my studio. My artistic research leads me to
prehistoric art examples, much more modern interpretations of the forces of nature and deities, and writing from poetic and academic viewpoints. Yet as an
artist, I am not making images from these references
about Truths and trying to tell an audience what to

I will graduate from PAFA in May of 2018, and after
my thesis exhibition I look forward to a continued
art career and life full of nature, creation, community
and discovery.

think about them. Instead, I am attempting to be a
conduit for a much richer, more complex synthesis of
myth, belief, belonging and the power of nature.
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Enlightenment (Jormungand / Ouroboros)
Zinc plate etching with tusche resist,
printed on Rives BFK with gold leaf
20 x 55 cm
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Black Quetzalcoatl (Ephemera Series)
Monotype on 300Lb Arches
55 x 75 cm
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Fifteen Foot Snake (Panel 15/16)
Collograph, tusche-resist zinc etching, gold leaf, bronze leaf and monotype on Rives BFK
27,5 x 37,5 cm
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Mustafa Adil Ozturk
° 1992
Turkey
ozturkmu@pobox.pafa.edu
education
I from Istanbul, Turkey, currently residing in
Philadelphia, PA. I started the Design and Art education in high school. I graduated from Vocational
High School in 2010 followed by a degree in Visual
Design from FMV Isik University in 2015. Now, I am
an MFA candidate at the Pennsylvania Academy
of the Fine Arts. While there, I have had chance to
work with diverse faculty members who allowed me
to comprehend the advanced scope of philosophy,
art and art practice.

I use my graphic design, printing, and painting background to express personal and intellectual experiences throughout my life. My primary focus is to create
work about social dynamics that expose underlying
reasons, consequences, and contradictions in today’s
society. I am very inspired by philosophy and politics.
My works speak of and are deeply connected to contemporary political and social issues happening in
the world. By sharing my perspective, aesthetically,
about various dynamics, I invite the public to investigate them as well. (Simultaneously, I attempts to understand these dynamisms as much as I can).

Project Dystopia: Welcome to Orientalism, 2017
ScreenPrint, Acrylic based Markers on Manila Pattern Paper.Initially the composition
is being illustrated in Adobe Illustrator and post edited in Photoshop
94 x 121,9 cm
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Project Dystopia: Welcome to Today, 2017
ScreenPrint, Acrylic based Markers on Manila Pattern Paper.Initially the composition
is being illustrated in Adobe Illustrator and post edited in Photoshop
121,9 x 132 cm
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Project Dystopia, When the Mask Falls off, 2018
ScreenPrint, Acrylic based Markers on Manila Pattern Paper.Initially the composition
is being illustrated in Adobe Illustrator and post edited in Photoshop
121,9 x 145 cm
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Accademia di Belle
Arti di Roma
Sofia Cianfichi
Sara Alessia Romeo
Franscesco Votano
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Sofia Cianfichi
° 1992
Italy
sofia.cianfichi@gmail.com
education
Sofia Cianfichi, born in Rome in 1992. She always had a passion for art, she began starting her studies in the Artistic
High School in Rome. In 2011 she enroll to the Academy of
Fine Arts, were she achieved a Bachelor degree in Paintings
and a Master degree in Printmaking with a thesis specialized
on xylography obtained with the artist and professor Marina
Bindella. In 2013/2014 takes part to the Erasmus program in
Valencia, Spain, in the Faculty of Fine Arts and in 2015 carried out an intership in the Stamperia del Tevere in Rome.

exhibitions
2018
“Strutture Aperte, L’bri d’artista” Gallery of Art Temple
University, Roma. And in 2015 winner of the Prize
Hausmann & Co.- Patek Philippe.
2017
“Minimo comune multiplo” Lab 174, Roma, “Mattinali
Convergenze” Galleriy i Preferiti, Roma, “Xilografia senza confini 3” Gallery Porta Latina, Roma.
2016
“Segni Agathae” Al GAM, Le Ciminiere, Catania, “Tiny
Biennale” Gallery of Art Temple University, Roma,
“Xilografia senza confini 2” Gallery Porta Latina, Roma
“Porticato Gaetano”, Rassegna d’Arte XXVIII edition,
Pinacoteca Comunale d’Arte Contemporanea, «Giovanni
da Gaeta», Gaeta
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I make mine a phrase of Morandi while analysing my work : ‘Nothing is more abstract then
the visible world’, Nature for me is an absolute value that shows in its sensitive and fluid
poetical essence, like the vibration of a sound
that can reach different tones, and leads you
through the vision of imaginary places that
goes far from the concrete reality. The irregular shapes of the plants, the twisting of the
branches, the unapproachable horizon, the
light so abstract and sharp, the dance of the
leaves become for me font of inspiration and
research. The landscape is composed by a lot
of tiny traces that can change instant by instant based on my point of view, and is trough
the drawing and the study from nature that
I’m able to catch on the paper the internal
structure, the essence of these visions. I think
I’m only at the beginning of a long research,
the sign will be the guideline that will follow
and guide all my work, the signature that interpret my gaze and my thoughts. Analysing
the reality is the desire of comprehend what
is beyond the objective world, to study the
compositions and inside them to make free
the color and the sign through the gestures.

End of summer
Xylography on wood
60 x 38 cm
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Winter memory
Xylography on wood
25 x 32,5 cm

The sky flows
Xylography on wood
32,5 x 25 cm
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Sara Alessia Romeo
° 1987
Italy
sara.romeo87@hotmail.it
education
Sara Romeo was born in Rome in 1987. Since her childhood
she has been breathing color at home, surrounded by artistic vibes. She attended the Liceo Artistico Mario Mafai, a roman artistic high school, when Professor Sandro Bernardini
was teaching. In 2010 she entered the Accademia di Belle
Arti di Roma (Academy of Fine Arts in Rome), following the
classes of Professor Paolo Laudisa. Here she created her
own graphic personality, stimulated by the cultural environment that surrounded her. Later, she had the chance to attend the lessons of Professor Laura Salvi in Room 9, where
she enhanced her artistic and aesthetic research. Studying
social, economic, philosophical and psychological issues
eventually gaved form to her work, where colour and mark
make up the constant main thread. In 2012 she obtained
the Master of Calcography at the Fundacion CIEC, Centro
Internacional de la Estampa Contemporanea (International
Center of Contemporary Printing) of Betanzos in Spain. At
the Academy of Fine Arts of Rome she attended the course
of Matter in Experimental Graphic Techniques, taught by
Professor Laura Salvi in 2016, and, as a Tutor, she attended
the ArtLab Master in 2017.

exhibitions
2017:
“Hanji, viaggio nei territori della carta”, Istituto Culturale
Coreano in Italia, Roma; Castel Nuovo, Napoli;Galleria del
Consolato Generale della Repubblica di Corea, Milano

These are colour and point compositions.
The points-marks and the chromatic values
produce vibrational frequencies, continuous
communication between silence and word.
The intrinsic automatism in the doing re-educates sight. An immaterial sensation where
the eye doesn’t enable to understand the
limits of the real. The stain of colour becomes subversive in a society plagued by images. Vision projects herself onto paper in a
code of light grey, dark grey and black points,
which is difficult to translate. All the world can
be regarded as a cosmic composition made
of points, a “small world” that may be separated or apparently incorporated by surrounding situations. A world created by assembly,
a composition created by points.

Sensa n°1
Aluminium and paper (Aquatint - Monotype)
31 x 31 cm

Sensa n°2
Aluminium and paper (Aquatint - Monotype)
31 x 31 cm
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Sensa n°3
Aluminium and paper (Aquatint - Monotype)
31 x 31 cm
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Francesco Votano
° 1991
Italy
kekko_votano@hotmail.it

Expressions of freedom is the peremptory and febrile title that
Francesco Votano has chosen to present the work done in the last
two years, but it is also a methodological indication of a meditative
approach to artistic practices. Votano immediately poses the terms
of a work that unfolds in the dialectic space marked by the polarities

education

of action and thought, aimed at the irruption of art in life. In this

Francesco Votano was born in Cinquefondi on
2 October 1991, he lives and works in Rome. In
2016 he graduated at the Academy of Fine Art in
Rome in Printmaking. In 2011 he was invited to
participate to the collective exhibition “L’armonia
del colore” at the Academy of Fine Art of Reggio
Calabria. Selected group exhibitions 2012: /Arte
x l’Africa/ Istituto Portoghese su Sant’Antonio
in Rome; selected for the XXVI edition of
Pandosia Prize (I LIKE DIFFERNCES) at Marano
Principato(CS); invited to participate to the collective exhibition “vibrazioni cromatiche”, at the
Academy of Fine Art in Reggio Calabria, curated
by Stefania Milioti. He was invited by Comando
Provinciale Carabinieri of Reggio Calabria to the
realization of the work titled “Generale Gennaro
Niglio”, Rocella Ionica. 2014; selected premium
Young at Art exposing the ‘’ Maca ‘’ (Museum of
Contemporary Art Acri), the ‘’ MAM ‘’ (Museum
of Arts and Crafts) and the contemporary art
fair ‘’ Paratissima‘’ (TO).2015; selected premium
International ‘’Limen Art’’ in Vibo Valentia (VV).
2016; partecipate in the competition ‘’ctale’’ to
the academy of fine arti in Frosinone; 2017 partecipate in the group exhibition ‘’ Al coperto e senza tetto’’ to the gallery ‘’Fedele studio in Nocera
Inferiore (SA).

as a shining model - to whom in recent years he has dedicated a

risky and fascinating space inhabited by life and art, he has chosen
reflection that we could define as verbo-visual - Joseph Beuys. The
encounter with the work of the man with the felt hat has oriented the
young parable of Votano towards an expanded concept of art to be
extended to society tout court, “every man is an artist because he is
able to give shape to something and in the future it will have to contribute to shaping the so-called social sculpture “, explained Beuys.
Then the thought of an intervention that can cause a change in the
social dynamics necessarily passes through action, for the doing
which is then the Sanskrit term from which, according to Duchamp,
the word art derives. And here we are again the concept of expressions of freedom that necessarily implies a recovery of doing “that
is not exclusive monopoly of those who practice one of the traditional arts” (Beuys), but that certainly finds in the artistic process
an exemplary act of participation and transformation of the society. Votano’s work is disseminated in this project, which oscillates
between a rigorous conceptualization and a dexterity that invests
the deepening of the most traditional artistic techniques. Moving
freely in a post-historical horizontality free of hierarchies and genres,
Votano engages in a process of re-semantization of artistic languages. Proceeding from the graphic arts that he uses both in the more
traditional expressive modalities, and in a hybridization with the digital languages, his works present an investigation on the language,
as if to prove its effectiveness which always refers to the polarities of

Thought engraved
soft-ground on zinc
30 x 41 cm

thought / action, man / nature, art / life. Recurring in his iconography
is the presence of the hat
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Expressions of freedom l
Etching on paper
40 x 40 cm

Expressions of freedom ll
Etching on paper
40 x 40 cm
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“Ever since September 2016 the printmaking workshops of the
Royal Institute of Art in Stockholm are of a purely chimerical nature. Students and teachers travel as printers without presses,
briefly visiting friendly workshops here and there. It sounds glamorous, but it’s not.
One of such short stops was at the Lithography Museum in
Huddinge, Sweden, where Maiken, Olivia and Erik each tamed
a lithographic stone together with Master Printer Ernst Hanke,
and a week of happy hard work was turned into three colour
lithographs.
Every ghost story is a love story, too - and thus the memories of
happier, more permanent days that haunt us are welcome. The
wait will surely be over soon.”

Kungliga Konsthögskolan
Stockholm

Patrick Wagner
Head of Area
Painting, Drawing, Printmaking, Photography

Maiken Buus Andersen
Olivia Gaia Berg Pedersen
Erik Thörnqvist
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Maiken Buus Andersen
° 1993
Denmark
Mbuus3@gmail.com
education
Maiken Buus Andersen is a 2nd year student at The
Royal Institute of Art in Stockholm, Sweden. From 20152016 she has been studying at the Art School in Aarhus,
Denmark. Recently she was a part of the group exhibition
“UTTRAN” that took place in Stockholm and in 2016 she
made a solo exhibition called “face plant” in Aarhus.
My work revolves around materials and expressions that are overlaid with social and
sensual connotations, either through sculpture or print. Through recreating and modifications I try to play with forms to they lose
meaning and develop into new frisky forms.
These forms are often embedded with an
erotic attitude but at the same time they appear ironically violent.

DEMON DOG
Lithography
74 x 57 cm
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Erik Thörnqvist
Sweden
erik.thornqvist@stud.kkh.se
education
2016

5-year programme (BA+MA) in Fine Arts at Royal
Institute of Art, Stockholm SE.

2015 - 2016
Nordic Art School FIN.
2015 - 2016
Student under Brita Weglin in graphic techniques
2014

Graphic Design, 7,5 academic credits. LTU SE

exhibitions
2018
Cityscapes, CICA Museum KOREA.
Master Salon, Royal Society for the Encouragement of
Fine Arts, Antwerp BE.
Ingen Äger Tiden, group show at Örebro Läns Museum
curated by Daniel Urey SE.

A central part of my investigation is a constant recognition of my spatial presence as a
body. Through the obstruction that is known
as gender, I explore extremities in relation to
the anticipated for my given sex. I attempt
to construct space to redefine systematic
practices of the white heteronormative twosomeness: enlighten novel paradigms of
an intersectional gender-queer model. It is
furthermore the cross-breed between interdisciplinary studies that is the starting point
of my work method. A manic obsessiveness
is the force of the process. Intensely monotonous body action makes me forget about
the main conception as I go towards the periphery and transform to something else.

UTTRAN, group show curated by Emilie Palmelund,
Stockholm SE : (take away the part ’’curated by Emelie
Palmelund’’
2017
Spring show, Royal Institute of Art SE.
Royal Trash, CUNTemporary, curated by Giulia Casalini
ENG.

Landskapsdjävul
Lithography
42 x 59,4 cm

1st Year Exhibition, Royal Institute of Art SE.
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Olivia Gaia Berg Pedersen
° 1998
Denmark
oliviagaia7@gmail.com
education
I’m an artist from Aarhus who currently lives in Stockholm
where I study at The Royal academy of art.

I have an interest in form and how form can
affect the individual bystander by taking up
space in a room or making a visual impression. To achieve this I preferably work with
sculptural pieces where color and shape
work together in a symbiosis.

Cosmopolitan
64 x 90 cm
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We also have the intention to each year edit one or more prints as a multiple of a
bachelor of the academy of which we exhibit the teaching staff.
This year the editions of some works of the bachelors of the Royal Academy of
Brussels are included in this catalogue. In this way we created a bibliophilic edition of seventy-five samples.

A bibliophilic edition
From this catalogue exist also a bibliofilic edition three times
numbered on 25. The following 3 images are the reproductions
of the originals inserted prints.

Emilen Gillard
Sans titre
Aquatinte, eau forte, morsure ouverte
19 x 19 cm
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Francois Ischia
Sans titre
Eau-forte sur papier zerkall non-encollé
19 x 19 cm
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Valentin Lambert
Fiat Lux
Manière noire au bitume ( lithographie )
19 x 19 cm
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Graphic work
of the teaching staff Royal Academy of Fine Arts Brussels
Parallel to the Masters Printmaking event it is our intention to yearly introduce the
graphic work of the teaching staff from a participating academy.
This year we present you the work of the Royal Academy of Brussels.

Béatrice Lortet
Extrait de la série « Sous-bois »
Impression numérique, peinture
90 x 120 cm
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Cyril Bihain
“Impair”
Vitrail au plomb (glas in lood, stained glass )
50 x 50 cm
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Delphine Deguislage							 Je suis la femme (gauche)
Broderie de laine sur toile de jute
130 x 190 cm
Poison (au milieu)
Moulage en plâtre synthétique, filet vide poche
30 x 18 x 5 cm
Porte-parole (à droit)
Moulage en plâtre synthétique, pigments, huile,
échelle du corps del’artiste. (synthetic plaster, pigment, oil, artist body scale)
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Thierry Verbeeck
“GIF IRL #1”/ 2015
Lenticular print 3 steps
75 x 200 cm

Thierry Verbeeck
“GIF IRL #10”/ 2017
Lenticular print 3 steps
61,5 x 79,5 cm
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Thomas Amerlynck
Parfum d’enfer N°1
Eau-forte, papier Magnani
35/50 cm, plaque 20/30cm

Thomas Amerlynck
Détail de la gravure Michael
eau-forte, papier Magnani
70/50 cm
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History
of

An Introduction to KoMASK vzw
18th century
In 1786, on the eve of the French Revolution, Balthasar Paul
Ommeganck, Hendrik Frans de Cort and some other ‘fellows
in the arts’, came together in Antwerp and formed a fellowship
of artists. A few years later, in 1788, this fellowship wrote down
the articles for an association, “De Konstenmaetschappye” (The
Arts Society), which was shortly thereafter founded. These megalomaniac artists, dreaming of restoring the once important
age of Rubens, did not assume for a moment that their association would make history. The eighteenth century art scene could
not have known that art in the next century would become more
important in society than ever before. Art would shift to the centre of social life.
19th century
The association, initially founded for purely artistic issues by artists, changed socially and became of social importance in the
beginning of the 19th century, after the admission of members
belonging to the bourgeoisie. Accordingly the association renamed itself “Maetschappij ter Ondersteuning van de Schoone
Kunsten” (Society in Behalf of the Fine Arts).
This new impetus came from B.P. Ommeganck and Willem
Jacob Herreyns, the latter founded in 1772 the Academy of Arts
in Malines. The official articles of 1816, in which bourgeoisie and
artists made a social pact, defined the association’s actions during the entire 19th century. In 1817 the association is allowed to
add the title Royal to its name because of its firmness in retrieving the art treasures stolen from Flanders by Napoleon. These
were taken out of the Louvre with the help of Prussian soldiers.
The retrieved works of art were brought together in a new founded museum. Florent Van Ertborn, an aristocrat and Chairman
of the association between 1820 and 1826, donated by testament his collection of Flemish Primitives to this museum. The
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Balthasar Paul Ommeganck,
founder of the association “De
Konstenmaetschappye”
(the Arts Society)”

association grew swiftly, this partly due to the rise of nationalism
and the search for the roots of the young Belgian nation. This
was expressed in the aspiration to emulate the art historical past.
In this period triennial ‘Salons’ were established, which alternately took place in three cities. From 1830 to the end of the century, these exhibitions remained the only official Belgian exhibitions. In 1840, and from then on, the salons began working
together with artistic correspondents who recruited artists all
over Europe (Düsseldorf, Vienna, Rotterdam, Bremen, Hamburg,
Munich, Prague et cetera). In 1860 St. Petersburg and New York
were added to the list.
The distribution of power in the association drifted between artists and patrons. De arts in the 19th century were obviously and
increasingly committed to the experience of more quality, but
together with this evolution the artist began to deploy himself
more and more freely towards society. Starting from a kind of
opposition towards society, the progressive artist began adding
something pictorial to the political struggle. ‘Individualism’ was
born. In the 19th century it came to sporadic clashes in the association between the artists and the patrons, who were mostly
conservative and not inclined to innovation. Whereas the activities at the beginning of the century were encouraged, were
impelled by the romantic school, the power stayed in the same
hands, in spite off the artistic and social innovations of the time.
Bypassed by history, those in charge of the association were
considered as artistic conservatives. Moreover there was a controversy in the press that lasted until the last decade of the century until ultimately society and the association opened itself for
innovating art movements. This fact was also noticeable in the
“Prix de Rome”, wich was organized by the association, with involvement from society personalities.
This opening of the association to innovating art movements
took place under the chairmanship of Arthur Van den Nest, an
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alderman of Antwerp and MP. Also In the 19th century the association cofounded the “Antwerp Museum of Fine Arts”, increased the collection of this new museum and assisted in the relocation of the museum in 1890 to the neighbourhood “South”, its
present location in Antwerp.
20th Century
During the twentieth century, which is divided by two world wars
in three periods, the association placed itself in the field of art
mediation. Artworks were purchased to complement the museum collections (“Crazy Violence” by Rik Wouters, “Citizens of
Calais” by Rodin, “the Dock Worker” by Constantin Meunier, ...).
“Baron Gustaaf Wappers, most
important Romantic Belgian
painter, who was the association’s
artistic Chairman from 1844 to
1853”

“The long hall in the Royal Academy of
Fine Arts Antwerp”

The artist’s core of the association furthermore advised leading
members of the Antwerp bourgeoisie in the set up and enlargement of their collections. In this way many upcoming artists were
helped in the development of their careers. During the interwar
period the articles of association were adapted to modern legislation. In 1936 it was decided to alter the association in to a
non-profit association with shareholders. All the notables of that
time sat on the Board of Directors. It was probably then the most
prestigious assembly of its time.
Cléomir Jussiant, an important art collector and patron, was president from 1938 to 1957 and he was able to give the association a dominant character in the perception of art in the city of
Antwerp. After World War II the Belgian economy was so shaken
up that the association could no longer maintain the monopoly
it held previously. Meritocracy brought a new class to power that
wanted to explore new cultural horizons. Several new patronage
associations made an entrance. At that time the RSEFA was no
longer active nationwide or abroad. The last ‘salon’ was held
in 1951 and from then on only retrospectives were organized.
The art world was globalizing, but the non–profit association as
such didn’t respond to this change. The individual freedom of
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“Purchase of “Crazy Violence”
(1912) by Rik Wouters . The work
of art was donated to the Royal
Museum of Fine Arts

the artist increased and this freedom became proportionally, socially threatening to the bourgeoisie. The shareholders kept their
grip on the activity of the association, which made its influence
wane further. The association subsidized the travels of upcoming
artists and kept on buying, but limited, works made by young
people.
In 1976, the association organized a retrospective and became involved in a new non-profit association to support the
Academy (Royal Academy of Fine Arts Antwerp), called “VrikA”
or “Vriendenkring (the Academy’s Circle of Friends). In this way
the association gave financial support to the social action of this
subsidiary undertaking.
In 1995 (after the death of L. Gyselinck) a notary wanted to abrogate the association, but the file ended up on the desk of the
newly appointed director of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts
Antwerp, Bart’d Eyckermans, who refused to sign the dissolution
of the association. He obtained the admission of a new member
into the association, Dr. Guido Persoons, and convinced a jurist,
Dr. Jan Verwijver, who was the secretary of the association between 1961 and 1972, to give anew his backing to the association.
The association was adapted to the latest legislation concerning
non-profit associations and the official articles were rewritten.
An action plan for the association to give it a new start towards
the 21st century was implemented.
21st Century
The association attached itself to the Royal Museum of Fine
Arts Antwerp and now there are competitions organized annually to encourage young artists. Today, in the second decade of this century, the focusing on national and international
cultural activities is reactivated. The Royal Art Academies of
Belgium (Brussels, Liege and Antwerp) and royal academies of
art abroad, such as Copenhagen, Helsinki, London, Madrid and
Stockholm, work together in organizing an international contest
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to encourage and promote young artists, whose works
are judged by an international jury of curators and artists.
This inter-academic contest is organized annually and so
reinstated the association back into its former position
as a national and international promoter of the fine arts.
www.komask.be · www.komask.org

“The Dock Worker”, by
Constantin Meunier, 1885,
was bought and donated

In the last decade a lot of young artists got an award from KoMASK vzw

to the Royal Museum of
Fine arts Antwerp”

L. Theo van Looij
Director of the Royal
Academy of Fine Arts
Antwerp from 1980 to
1988

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017

Nele Vanthomme award Portrait
Maarten Mangelschots award XL
Zane Zlemesa Award Human Figure
Sarah Philips Award Urzua 2013
Rafaël Rodriguez award Urzua 2014
Jan Gordts award Looijmans 2014
Maaike Blok award Masters Salon 2014
Henri Ardui award Looijmans 2015
Ben Sledsens award Masters Salon 2015
Petra Everaert award Urzua 2015
Jolijn Baeckelandt Masters Salon Painting Laureaat 2016
Iisa Maaranen Masters Salon Painting Eervolle vermelding 2016
Helena Greefs award Urzua 2016
Julio Varela award Peto 2016
Maximiliaan Rittler award Looijmans 2016
Lieke Koopman en Sofie Bedu award Looijmans 2017
Valentin Capony Masters Printmaking Laureaat 2017
Mélanie Géray Masters Printmaking Eervolle vermelding 2017
Blandine Cuisin Masters Printmaking Eervolle vermelding 2017
Jiayi Wang en Peter De Boeck award Urzua 2017

THE MEMBERS OF THE JURY 2017
André Goezu			
Catherine De Braekeleer
Iris kockelbergh			
Stephen Lawlor			
Yuriko Miyoshy			
Bart’d Eyckermans 		
Lou Gils and Peter Bosteels

Parisian artist, Member of the Royal Academy of Sciences and Fine Arts Belgium
Director of the Musee de la Gravure of La Louvière
Conservator Plantin Moretus Museum - Antwerp
Master printer Dublin - Ireland
Master printer Tokyo - Japan
Chairman
Secretary and Artistic director

Jury Masters Printmaking 2018: Thuesday 24th April 2018:
Lu Xiaobo - China, Finn Naur Petersen - Copenhagen,Francesco Parisi - Italy, Cyrille Noirjean - France,
Veliko Marinchevski - Bulgaria, Stephen Lawlor - Ireland

Announcement KoMASK award Masters Printmaking 2017
Alderman Caroline Bastiaens, Winner Valentin Capony, Honorable mentions:
Mélanie Géray and Blandine Cuisin (left to right)

Honorable mention Masters Printmaking 2017
Mélanie Géray

Honorable mention Masters Printmaking 2017
Blandine Cuisin
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Special thanks to our structural sponsors

acknowledgements
A non-profit organization can only function by its partners and members who devote themselves unselfishly to the project. Without the continuous commitment of Peter Bosteels and Lou Gils (both lecturers at the Royal academy of Fine
Arts Antwerp) and Gabina De Paepe (Assistant of the Dean), responsible for the practical organization and the construction of the exhibition, this would not have been possible.
I also like to express my gratitude to the representatives of the various academies Peter Bosteels (Koninklijke Academie
voor Schone Kunsten Antwerpen), Thomas Amerlynck (Académie Royale des Beaux-Arts de Bruxelles), Jean-Pierre
Muller (La Cambre Bruxelles), Annu Vertanen (Kuvataideakatemia Helsinki), Krzysztof Tomalski (Akademia Sztuk Pieknych
im. Jana Matejki Krakowie), Oliver Kossack (Hochschule für Grafik und Buchkunst Leipzig), Marc Hulson (Central Saint
Martin’s College of Art and Design London), Jo Stockham (Royal College of Art London), Elena Blanch (Universidad
Complutense Bellas Artes de Madrid), Gesa. Puel (Akademie der Bildende Künste München), Clint Jukkala (Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts - USA), Tiziana D’Acchille (Accademia di Belle Arti di Roma) and Patrick Wagner ( Kungliga
Konsthögskolan Stockholm).
The following deans of the participating academies deserve a word of thanks for their support of this project: Johan
Pas (Antwerp), Daphné de Hemptinne (Brussels ARBA-ESA), Benoît Hennaut (Brussels La Cambre), Jari Perkiömäki
(Helsinki), Stanisław Tabisz (Krakow), Thomas Locher (Leipzig), Juan Cruz (RCA - London), Jeremy Till (CSM - London),
Elena Blanch González (Madrid), Dieter Rehm (Munich), Clint Jukkala (PAFA-USA), Tiziana D’Acchille (Rome) and

Thanks to our partners

Sigrid Sandström (Stockholm)
President of KoMASK vzw
Bart’d Eyckermans

Bart’d Eyckermans

Gabina De Paepe

Lou Gils

Peter Bosteels

President

Treasurer

Secretary

Artistic director
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